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The 100% electric commute …The 100% electric commute …

… a once and future option… a once and future option
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decongestion
urban mobility & 
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efficiency
liveable cities
complements 
walking & cycling
An available and 
immediate way to 
reduce GHGs
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Why electric?Why electric?
Electric PT attracts 
more  ex-motorists 
(10% - 100% 
increase over diesel 
buses)
Even if near-empty, 
electric PT is zero-
emission (assuming 
renewable 
electricity)
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But best of all …But best of all …

Renewable electricity supplied to electric 
vehicles via overhead wires is the most 
efficient and zero-emission powered 
transport there is …

Renewable electricity supplied to electric 
vehicles via overhead wires is the most 
efficient and zero-emission powered 
transport there is …

www.strickland.ca/efficiency.html
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Electric transit is Electric transit is 

HERE NOW!HERE NOW!
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Electric PT rules OK!Electric PT rules OK!

70% of pgr 
kms on rail
+ ?% by 
trolleybus & 
cable car
PT = 
approx 3/4 
electric
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1925 - 1955 - the big rail 
build
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Wellington’s head startWellington’s head start
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Strong CBDStrong CBD
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Shanghai super-capacitor 
bus
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Super-
capacitor 
bus 
charging at 
a stop

Super-
capacitor 
bus 
charging at 
a stop
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Integration of modesIntegration of modes

Level boarding 
helps integration
Level boarding 
helps integration Platform

Car floor
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Bikes on boardBikes on board
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Bikes storedBikes stored
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Roll on, roll offRoll on, roll off
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Tram - trainTram - train
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Trams in streetsTrams in streets
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Trams on lawnsTrams on lawns
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Trams in mallsTrams in malls
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Trams indoorsTrams indoors
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Trams and bus lanesTrams and bus lanes
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Integrating the electric bikeIntegrating the electric bike
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Electric park + rideElectric park + ride
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On 6 Nov 2007 the residents of Charlotte, 
North Carolina, voted 70% for extra taxes 
to expand light rail beyond the soon-to-

open first line.
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